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Executive Summary 

ES.1  Introduction 

Greenfield Pond B is a regional stormwater detention pond with a permanent pool, located in the 

Greenfield subdivision in Centennial, Colorado.  The pond is owned by the Liverpool 

Metropolitan District (the District), which is the public infrastructure maintenance entity for 

Greenfield.  Over the years a considerable amount of sediment has accumulated in the pond, 

which the District desires to have the removed.  In addition, the District would like to evaluate 

the restoration of the sediment forebay berm in the pond, restore the waterfall feature, replace the 

deteriorated wooden fishing piers with new structures, and make the western fishing pier 

wheelchair accessible from the pedestrian path.  This report is intended to assist the District in 

their budgeting for construction anticipated to occur in the fall of 2012.  Details of each project 

are presented in the Technical Memorandums that make up Sections 2 through 5 of this report.  

A summary of probable construction costs for the entire Pond B rehabilitation project is shown 

in Section ES.6.   

ES.2  Restoration of Pond Storage Capacity 

Two basic methods for removing the sediment are discussed in Section 1: mechanical dredging 

using conventional excavating equipment and hydraulic dredging using a pump and vacuum 

system.  The recommended method for removing the sediment from Pond B is hydraulic 

dredging, utilizing the open space south of Fair Avenue for the dewatering site.   

The major factor affecting the total project cost is the method of sediment disposal.  There are 

three potential alternative methods for sediment disposal: on site (least expensive), off site, or 

disposal at at a landfill (most expensive).  In the least expensive scenario, the opinion of probable 

construction costs is approximately $107,000.  In the most expensive scenario, the opinion of 

probable construction costs is approximately $292,000.  Further investigation and consultation is 

needed to determine which potential alternative disposal methods are viable.   

If the District cannot fund the entire estimated maximum cost of $292,000 in one year, it is 

suggested that a minimum of $160,000 be budgeted for the project in 2012.  That amount is 

anticipated to cover the hydraulic dredging operation.  The disposal costs could then be included 

in the 2013 budget.  Since the project is anticipated to occur in fall of 2012, the sediment will not 

be ready for disposal until early 2013.   

ES.3  Evaluation of Sediment Forebay Berm 

The construction plans for Pond B show that it was designed to have a forebay at the north end 

of the pond (the main inlet), where sediment can settle to the bottom before the water enters the 

main body of the pond.  During the project kickoff meeting with the District and ANR, a 
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question arose as to whether the forebay berm was actually constructed.  Based on field 

investigation, it is Stantec’s opinion that the berm was probably constructed as shown in the 

construction drawings.  Care should be taken during dredging to not remove any part of the 

berm.   

ES.4  Repair Pond Recirculation Feature 

The pond design included a water recirculation system to create a waterfall feature down the 

grouted boulder drop structure at the inlet to the pond, but this feature has not been operational 

for some time.  The District desires to have the waterfall feature restored. 

The initial investigation into the recirculation system found that the pump has power and is 

operational.  Further testing of the system was not possible because the intake pipe is buried in 

sediment and cannot convey water to the pump wet well.  It is recommended that after the pond 

is dredged and the intake pipe and filter are cleaned, the pump and its associated piping be 

inspected and tested by a mechanical contractor.  The water recirculation system can then be 

fully tested to determine if further repair or maintenance is needed.  The opinion of probable 

construction costs for restoration of the water recirculation system is approximately $7,000.   

ES.5  Replace Fishing Piers 

Pond B has two wooden fishing piers, one on each side of the pond.  Over time the wood has 

become weathered and deteriorated.  The District would like to replace the deteriorated wooden 

piers with new structures and make the west pier wheelchair accessible from the pedestrian path. 

Field investigation found no evidence of deterioration of the concrete footings.  It is assumed that 

the concrete footings can likely be reused and only the deck and railings need to be replaced.  

Since the piers are already planned to be replaced, wheelchair access to the west pier would be 

most easily accomplished by building the walkway section of the new pier on a slope that meets 

the existing elevation of the concrete pedestrian path.   

If the new structures are constructed of treated timber, the probable construction cost is 

approximately $26,000.  If a composite material (e.g., Trex) is used, it is estimated to cost 

approximately $29,000.  The composite material would likely be more durable than timber and 

would not require painting.  Therefore, the composite material is recommended for the new 

structures.    
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ES.6  Cost Summary 

Table ES-1 shows a summary of the opinion of probable construction costs for the entire 

rehabilitation project.  A discussion of costs and a detailed cost table for each project are 

included in Sections 2 through 5. 

 

Table ES-1:  Summary of Probable Construction Costs 

ITEM     PROJECT DESCRIPTION    PROBABLE PROJECT COST 

1 Restoration of pond storage capacity    $ 107,000 to $ 292,000 

2 Evaluation of sediment forebay berm    $ 0 

3 Repair pond recirculation feature    $ 7,000 

4 Replace fishing piers    $ 29,000 

Total Probable Construction Cost =  $143,000 to $328,000 
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SECTION 1:  Introduction 

Greenfield Pond B is a regional stormwater detention pond with a permanent pool, located in the 

Greenfield subdivision in Centennial, Colorado.  The pond is owned by the Liverpool 

Metropolitan District (the District), which is the public infrastructure maintenance entity for the 

Greenfield subdivision.  A location map is shown in Figure 1. 

 

   

Figure 1:  Location Map 

 

POND B 
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The pond was constructed in approximately 1996.  It was designed to be a greenbelt landscape 

amenity for the community in addition to its function as a stormwater detention pond.  A 

concrete pedestrian path runs along the north and west sides of the pond.  Wetland vegetation 

thrives along the banks.  There are two wooden viewing decks (also described as fishing piers), 

one on each side of the pond, where residents of the community can fish or just enjoy the view.  

A water recirculation system was installed to create a waterfall feature down the grouted boulder 

drop structure at the inlet to the pond, but this feature has not been operational for some time.     

 

 

Figure 2:  Pond view looking south 

Over the years a considerable amount of sediment has accumulated in the pond.  A bathymetric 

survey performed by Absolute Natural Resources (ANR) in August 2010 found that the original 

permanent pool volume of 1.41 million gallons (MG) had been reduced to approximately 0.68 

MG, meaning that the pond only has about 48% of its original volume.  Table 1 compares the 

original pond geometry to conditions at the time of the bathymetric survey.  

Table 1:  Pond Statistics 

Permanent Pool Original Design August 2010 Condition 

Surface Area 1.10 acres 1.10 acres 

Maximum Depth 6.0 feet 5.7 feet 

Mean Depth 4.5 feet 1.9 feet 

Water Volume 1.41 MG 0.68 MG 
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Figure 3:  Visible sediment accumulation in pond 

The primary source of the sediment is believed to be soil from the upstream drainage area that 

was washed into the pond during construction and development of the surrounding 

neighborhood.  Erosion and sediment control requirements were less stringent at that time.  

Additionally, the open space immediately upstream (north) of the pond remained mostly 

unvegetated for a number of years after the adjacent homes were constructed.  That area was not 

fully vegetated and stabilized until approximately 2008 when the Southeast Metro Stormwater 

Authority (SEMSWA) completed the vegetation/stabilization work and constructed the small 

grouted boulder basin that is upstream of the pond on the north side of the pedestrian path.   
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Figure 4:  Upstream grouted boulder basin 

The District desires to have the sediment removed from Pond B to restore its original capacity 

and has retained Stantec Consulting Services and ANR to assist with the project.  In addition to 

the sediment removal, the District would like to evaluate the restoration of the sediment forebay 

berm in the pond, restore the waterfall feature, replace the deteriorated wooden fishing piers with 

new structures, and make the western fishing pier wheelchair accessible from the pedestrian 

path.  Stantec and ANR have completed the preliminary concept level investigations for these 

improvements.  This report documents the findings and is intended to assist the District in their 

budgeting for construction anticipated to occur in the fall of 2012.   
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SECTION 2 

Technical Memorandum: Restoration of Pond Storage Capacity 

The bathymetric survey performed by ANR in August 2010 estimated that 3,600 cubic yards of 

sediment have accumulated in the pond.  There are two basic methods for removing the 

sediment: (1) mechanical dredging using conventional excavating equipment, and (2) hydraulic 

dredging using a pump and vacuum system.  These methods are discussed in Sections 2.1 and 

2.2. 

2.1  Mechanical Dredging 

Mechanical dredging is intended to remove sediment by operating from the shoreline.  Sediment 

is scooped from the pond with an excavator and placed in a truck to be transported to the 

disposal area.  There are multiple long reach excavating contractors in the local metropolitan 

area that could perform this work.   

 

Figure 5:  Long reach excavator 

Before the excavation work could proceed, the pond would have to be dewatered by pumping out 

as much water as practicable.  A 12 to 14 foot wide access road would need to be graded along 

the east side of the pond for the excavator and haul trucks.  Two or three areas along the edge of 

the pond would need to be cleared of vegetation and graded flat to create stable pads for the 

excavator to work from.  There is limited space along the east side of the pond and the access 

road would cover most of the bank at the southeast side of the pond.  The overall impact to the 

landscape and vegetation on the east side of the pond would be severe, requiring extensive 

restoration. 
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Figure 6:  Access to east side of pond from Fair Avenue 

Excavating 3,600 cubic yards of sediment from the pond is estimated to take approximately 23 

working days (5 calendar weeks).  The excavator loads the sediment into dump trucks, which 

haul the sediment to a disposal site.  There are three options for disposal:  on site, off site, or at a 

landfill.  The disposal options are discussed in Section 2.3, Cost Comparison.   

The construction drawings for Pond B show that it is lined with PVC liner.  It will be difficult for 

the operator of the excavator to know the exact depth of the liner and there is a possibility that it 

could be damaged during the excavation.  The excavator would need to have a smooth edge 

bucket to reduce the potential for damaging the liner.   
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2.2  Hydraulic Dredging 

Hydraulic dredging uses a floating platform with a pump that vacuums sediment from the lake 

bottom.  The platform is launched from a trailer with minimal impact to the shoreline.  There is 

no need to grade a special access road; only an open launching point along the bank is required.  

To protect the PVC pond liner, the cutting head of the dredge would be covered with a guard.  

This reduces the intake rate but is necessary to protect the liner.  There is still a possibility of 

damage to the liner, but the potential risk is considered to be lower than with an excavator. 

 

Figure 7:  Hydraulic dredge with 6” horizontal auger intake 

An alternate method of hydraulic dredging uses divers to operate vacuum hoses connected to a 

pumping unit.  Both methods pump a mixture of sediment and water through a temporary 

pipeline to a location where the sediment and water can be separated.  A temporary settling basin 

may be constructed for this purpose, or the mixture may be pumped into geotextile bags 

(geobags) which retain the sediment and allow the water to drain out through pores in the walls 

of the geobags.  If geobags are used, polymers should be added to the mixture to promote settling 

of particles and avoid clogging the geobag pores.   
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Figure 8:  Dewatering with geobag 

A second pipeline may be necessary to return water to the pond to permit continued pumping, 

since there is more sediment than water in the pond.  The return pipeline may not be needed if 

the pond could be filled with additional water during dredging.  The detention pond outlet 

structure would be left open to pass excess stormwater runoff.   

Dredging 3,600 cubic yards of sediment from Pond B is estimated to take approximately 36  

working days (7 calendar weeks).  After dredging is complete, the sediment would be left to 

drain and dewater for 2 to 5 months.   

A critical aspect of the hydraulic dredging operation is locating a site for the geobags or 

dewatering basin.  A geobag site for Pond B would require a minimum area of approximately 

100 feet by 200 feet with a maximum slope of 0.5% to prevent the bags from rolling.  A 

temporary containment with sump would be constructed and lined with bedding, perhaps wood 

chips, to hold 3 geobags, each 30 feet wide by approximately 200 feet long.  The full bags should 

be 5 to 6 feet high.  They remain in the containment for 2 to 5 months, depending on the weather 

and sediment type.  The bags are then cut open and the dried sediment is removed.  Ideally, the 

sediment can be spread on site, to avoid hauling and disposal costs.  Depending on the 

composition, it may have value as a productive organic fertilizer.  If the material cannot remain 

on site, it is loaded into dump trucks and hauled to a disposal site.  The temporary containment is 

then dismantled and the site is restored.   
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Figure 9:  Geobag containment area 

If the dewatering site is upstream from the pond, the seepage will drain back into the pond.  At 

Pond B, the open space north of the pond is not the ideal site, as it is close to residences and has 

established turf and trees.  The open space on the south side of Fair Avenue is more remote and 

has no landscaping that would be impacted.  Since it is downstream of the pond, a return pipeline 

would be needed unless the pond had sufficient water for the entire operation.  It is anticipated 

that the temporary pipeline(s) could be routed through the culvert under Fair Avenue.   

A generally less costly option for dewatering is to construct a temporary settling basin using 

earthen levees to contain the water.  Water drains over flashboards at the outlet.  After the 

sediment has dried, it is either spread on site or hauled to a disposal site.  The open space on the 

south side of Fair Avenue has potential for this type of facility. 

ANR is responsible for coordinating permitting for the sediment removal project.  Their 

discussions with the Army Corps of Engineers indicate that wetland permitting requirements for 

the project are dependent upon the method of dredging to be used.  If hydraulic dredging is used, 

the Corps would require an application for a nationwide #16 permit.  If mechanical dredging is 

used, an individual 404 permit would be required due to the disturbance of the vegetation along 

the pond perimeter.  The individual 404 permitting process is much more rigorous, costly, and 

time consuming than the nationwide #16 permitting process.  Applying for an individual 404 
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permit may also require the District to address the functionality of the forebay stilling basin to 

prevent future sedimentation of the pond. 

 

 

Figure 10:  Open space south of Fair Avenue 
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2.3  Cost Comparison 

Tables 2 and 3 show the opinion of probable construction costs for mechanical dredging and 

hydraulic dredging.   

 

Table 2:  Opinion of Probable Construction Costs for Mechanical Dredging 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT 
ESTIMATED 
QUANTITY 

ESTIMATED 
UNIT COST 

ITEM 
COST 

1 Construct access road / Clear vegetation LS 1 6,000 6,000 

2 Dewater pond LS 1 4,000 4,000 

3 Sediment excavation Hour 180 250 45,000 

4 Hauling to disposal site Hour 1,080 85 91,800 

5 Disposal fees Ton 7,200 13 93,600 

6 Permitting LS 1 20,800 20,800 

7 Landscape restoration & revegetation LS 1 20,000 20,000 

 
Subtotal Construction Cost =  $281,200 

Contingency Cost @ 20% of Construction =  $56,240 

Total Estimated Construction Cost =  $337,440 

    
USE:  $338,000 

  
Notes: 1. Assumes that sediment will be hauled to the Denver Arapahoe Disposal Site (DADS).   

      If sediment can be disposed of onsite, estimated costs could be reduced by approximately 
      $167,000.   

 2.  Estimated permitting costs are higher for mechanical dredging than for hydraulic dredging 
(Table 3) because different permits would be required.   
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Table 3:  Opinion of Probable Construction Costs for Hydraulic Dredging 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT 
ESTIMATED 
QUANTITY 

ESTIMATED 
UNIT COST 

ITEM  
COST 

1 Geobag or dewatering basin site preparation LS 1 3,000 3,000 

2 Hydraulic dredging (includes geobag cost) CY 3600 25 90,000 

3 Return water pumping CY 3600 5 18,000 

4 Loading dried sediment into trucks Hour 72 120 8,640 

5 Hauling dried sediment to disposal site Hour 432 85 36,720 

6 Disposal fees Ton 5,400 13 70,200 

7 Permitting LS 1 10,200 10,200 

8 Geobag or dewatering basin site restoration LS 1 6,000 6,000 

Subtotal Construction Cost =  $242,760 

Contingency Cost @ 20% of Construction =  $48,552 

Total Estimated Construction Cost =  $291,312 

  
   

USE: $292,000 

  
    

  

  
Notes: 1.  Hydraulic dredging estimate assumes use of geobags to dewater sediment.  If dewatering 

      basin is used instead, estimated costs could be reduced by approximately $30,000. 

  2.  If additional water can be retained in pond during dredging, return water pumping may not 
     be necessary; estimated costs could be reduced by approximately $21,000. 

  3.  Assumes dried sediment will be hauled to Denver Arapahoe Disposal Site (DADS).   
If dried sediment can be donated (e.g., to farm land), estimated costs could be reduced by       
approximately $84,000.  If dried sediment can be disposed of onsite, estimated costs could be 
reduced by approximately $134,000.   

  4.  Estimated tonnage for disposal fee calculation is less for hydraulic dredging than for mechanical 
dredging (Table 2) because the sediment will be drier.   
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The major factor affecting the total project cost is the method of sediment disposal.  The costs 

shown in Tables 2 and 3 reflect the most expensive method, which would entail disposing of the 

sediment at a landfill.  There are three potential alternative methods for sediment disposal: on 

site, off site, or disposal at at a landfill.  On site disposal is by far the least expensive of the three 

alternatives since there are no disposal fees and hauling costs are reduced (with mechanical 

dredging) or avoided entirely (with hydraulic dredging).  The material would be spread in a field 

and tilled into the soil.  The disposal area would then be restored and revegetated.  The open 

space south of Fair Avenue appears to be a potential disposal site, but further investigation is 

needed to verify this.  If the sediment can be disposed of on site, the total project cost is 

estimated to be approximately $171,000 for mechanical dredging or approximately $158,000 for 

hydraulic dredging. 

Off site disposal is the second most expensive alternative.  If it was possible to locate a site, such 

as a farm field, that would accept the sediment as a soil amendment, landfill disposal fees could 

be avoided.  There would still be a hauling cost to transport the material to the site, but since 

landfill disposal fees are expensive, the project cost would be reduced significantly.   

The most expensive disposal alternative would be at a landfill.  The closest landfill identified 

during the preliminary investigation is the Denver Arapahoe Disposal Site (DADS), located on 

the northeast corner of Quincy Avenue and Gun Club Road.  DADS accepts pond sediment and 

requires that the material be documented and tested for hazardous substances.  If the sediment is 

disposed of at DADS, the disposal fees for hydraulically dredged sediment will be about 75% of 

the disposal fees for mechanically dredged sediment (as shown in Tables 2 and 3) since fees are 

assessed by weight and dewatered sediment is lighter.  If the sediment is disposed of at DADS, 

the total project cost is estimated to be approximately $338,000 for mechanical dredging or 

approximately $292,000 for hydraulic dredging.   

 

2.4  Recommendations 

The recommended method for removing the sediment from Pond B is hydraulic dredging, 

utilizing the open space south of Fair Avenue for the dewatering site.  In addition to being the 

less expensive option, hydraulic dredging has less negative impacts to the surrounding area.  The 

pond banks and shoreline vegetation would experience significantly less disturbance.  The 

primary noise from the dredging operation would be from the pumps on the dredge and the 

return water pipeline (if needed).  The permit required from the Army Corps of Engineers is less 

expensive and much easier to obtain.  There is less chance of damage to the PVC pond liner.  A 

disadvantage of this method is that the geobags or dewatering basin must remain in place for 2 to 

5 months after the dredging operation is complete, extending the period that the project is visible 

to residents.  However, that condition is considered to be preferrable to the extensive landscape 

restoration that would be required after a mechanical dredging operation.   
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In the least expensive scenario, the sediment would be disposed of on site, a dewatering basin 

would be used to avoid the cost of geobags and polymers, and the pond would be filled with 

extra water during dredging to eliminate the return water pipeline.  If this scenario is utilized, the 

opinion of probable construction costs is approximately $107,000.   

In the most expensive scenario, the dredged mixture would be pumped into geobags, a return 

water pipeline would be used, and the sediment would be hauled to DADS for disposal.  In this 

scenario, the opinion of probable construction costs is approximately $292,000.  The hauling and 

disposal fees alone add approximately $134,000 to the total project cost.   

Testing of the sediment for hazardous substances will be the first step in determining if on site or 

off site disposal are viable alternatives.  If the sediment is found to contain hazardous substances, 

a landfill will likely be the only disposal option.  Since the sediment is assumed to be soil that 

washed into the pond from the upstream drainage area, which was undeveloped prior to 

construction of Greenfield, it is not anticipated that hazardous substances will be found in the 

sediment, but the possibility exists.   

Assuming that the sediment testing does not find any hazardous substances in the material, 

further investigation into the possibility of on site disposal will include consultation with the 

District and the applicable permitting authorities, which include the Army Corps of Engineers, 

the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment (CDPHE), SEMSWA, and the City 

of Centennial.   

If the District cannot fund the entire estimated maximum cost of $292,000 in one year, it is 

suggested that a minimum of $160,000 be budgeted for the project in 2012.  That amount is 

anticipated to cover hydraulic dredging into geobags with a return water pipeline.  The disposal 

costs could then be included in the 2013 budget.  Since the project is anticipated to occur in fall 

of 2012, the sediment will not be ready for disposal until early 2013.   
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SECTION 3 

Technical Memorandum:  Evaluation of Sediment Forebay Berm 

The construction plans for Pond B show that it was designed to have a forebay at the north end 

of the pond (the main inlet), where sediment can settle to the bottom before the water enters the 

main body of the pond.  The construction plans show that the forebay was to be separated from 

the main body of the pond by an earthen berm topped with rock.  Drawings from the construction 

plans are shown in Figures 11 and 12 which show the location of the berm and a cross-section 

detail.  During the project kickoff meeting with the District and ANR, a question arose as to 

whether the forebay berm was actually constructed.  The preliminary work by Stantec included 

further investigation of the berm.   

 

 

Figure 11:  Construction drawing showing forebay berm 

 

 

Figure 12:  Berm cross section detail 

BERM 
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Field investigation found that the pond is so full of sediment there is little difference in the 

bottom elevation when probing along the berm area.  However, there seems to be a difference in 

the consistency of the sediment both upstream and downstream of the assumed location of the 

berm compared to probing right on top of the berm.  The pond bottom upstream and downstream 

of the berm appears to be softer and contains darker material than the top of the berm.  Also, a 

large rock is visible in the water that appears to be resting on top of the berm (see Figure 13).  

Based on the field investigation, it is Stantec’s opinion that the berm was probably constructed as 

shown in the construction drawings.  It appears that Pond B has filled with sediment not because 

it lacks a forebay, but because the amount of sediment entering the pond was enough to fill the 

forebay and then fill the pond as well.  Also, the sediment deposition pattern in the southern end 

of the pond indicates that some of the material entered the pond through the storm sewer that 

outfalls directly into the main body of the pond at the southwest corner.   

 

  

Figure 13:  Rock appears to be on top of berm 

 

Care should be taken during dredging to not remove any part of the the berm.  The contractor 

must be made aware of the berm location and composition in order to protect it.   
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SECTION 4 

Technical Memorandum:  Repair Pond Recirculation Feature 

The pond design included a water recirculation system to create a waterfall feature down the 

grouted boulder drop structure at the inlet to the pond, but this feature has not been operational 

for some time.  The District desires to have the waterfall feature restored. 

 

 

Figure 14:  Looking south down the grouted boulder drop structure 

Stantec was able to obtain the construction plans for the recirculation system from Wright Water 

Engineers, who designed the system.  The recirculation system consists of an intake pipe at the 

southwest corner of the pond, which leads to a wet well near Fair Avenue where the pump is 

located.  The wet well and electrical panel are shown in Figure 15.  The discharge pipeline from 

the pump runs along the west side of the pond and conveys water to the top of the grouted 

boulder drop structure at the pond inlet.   
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Figure 15:  Wet well in foreground; electrical panel in background 

 

The initial investigation into the recirculation system found that the 10 horsepower submersible 

sump pump has power and is operational.  There was approximately 5 vertical feet of water in 

the wet well and the pump was able to pump it out.  Further testing of the system was not 

possible because the intake pipe is buried in sediment and cannot convey water to the wet well.  

The sediment needs to be removed from the pond and the gravel filter that surrounds the intake 

pipe needs to be cleaned before the system can be fully tested.   

It is recommended that after the pond is dredged and the intake pipe and filter are cleaned, the 

pump and its associated piping be inspected and tested by a mechanical contractor.  The water 

recirculation system can then be fully tested to determine if further repair or maintenance is 

needed.   

Table 4 shows the opinion of probable construction costs for restoration of the water 

recirculation system.  It is assumed that the existing equipment is operational.  A budget 

allowance has been included for standard maintenance repair of the pump considering the 

number of years that it has been installed.  Further testing may show that additional repairs are 

required, but the extent and cost of such repairs cannot be determined at this time.   
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Table 4:  Opinion of Probable Construction Costs for Pond Recirculation Feature 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT 
ESTIMATED 
QUANTITY 

ESTIMATED 
UNIT COST 

ITEM 
COST 

1 
Inspect existing pump, piping and             
valves located within wet well 

LS 1 1,200 1,200 

2 
Budget allowance for maintenance repair of 
pump 

LS 1 2,500 2,500 

3 
Clean intake pipe and gravel filter material; 
test system operation and pumping rate 

LS 1 2,100 2,100 

  
Subtotal Construction Cost =  $5,800 

  
Contingency Cost @ 20% of Construction =  $1,160 

  
Total Estimated Construction Cost =  $6,960 

        USE: $7,000 

Notes: 1.  Existing pump has power and is operational. 

  
2. Intake pipe needs to be cleared in order to perform further testing. 
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SECTION 5 

Technical Memorandum:  Replace Fishing Piers 

Pond B has two wooden fishing piers, one on each side of the pond, where residents in the 

community are able to have clear access to the water to fish or just enjoy the view.  The 

structures consist of a treated timber deck that is supported by circular concrete footings.  Metal 

brackets connect the deck to the footings.  Painted timber railings enclose the deck area.  The 

deck itself is not painted or stained.  Over time the wood has become weathered and deteriorated.  

The District would like to replace the deteriorated wooden piers with new structures and make 

the west pier wheelchair accessible from the pedestrian path. 

 

 

 

Figure 16:  West fishing pier 

 

Field investigation into the condition of the existing piers verified the weathered condition of the 

wood, but found no evidence of deterioration of the concrete footings.  However, only the tops of 

the footings are visible when the pond is full.  If the water is drawn down during dredging it will 

be possible to inspect more of the footings.  Because they appear intact and concrete is a 

relatively durable material in this application, it seems reasonable to assume that the concrete 

footings can likely be reused and only the deck and railings need to be replaced. 
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Figure 17:  Concrete pier footing 

The existing timber ramp between the concrete pedestrian path and the entrance to the west pier 

is only about 5 feet long, but it drops approximately 1.5 vertical feet, which is too steep for 

wheelchair access.  For a ramp to be ADA compliant, it must have a maximum slope of one 

vertical inch per horizontal foot of length.  There is not enough room to add an ADA compliant 

ramp between the concrete pedestrian path and existing entrance to the pier.   

 

Figure 18:  Existing ramp to west pier 
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Figure 19:  Existing ramp to west pier looking north 

Since the piers are already planned to be replaced, wheelchair access to the west pier would be 

most easily accomplished by building the walkway section of the new pier on a slope that meets 

the existing elevation of the concrete pedestrian path.  The walkway would be long enough for 

the slope to meet ADA requirements.  An alternate approach would be to raise the deck elevation 

of the entire pier.     

 

Table 5 shows the opinion of probable construction costs for replacement of the fishing piers.  It 

is understood that the District desires the new structures to have the same appearance, size, and 

geometry of the existing structures, with possible modification for wheelchair access to the 

western pier as described above.  If the new structures are constructed of treated timber, the 

probable construction cost is approximately $26,000.  Building the new structures with a 

composite material (e.g., Trex) is estimated to cost about $3,000 more than timber; however, the 

composite material is generally more durable than timber and would not require painting.  

Therefore, the composite material is recommended for the new structures.    
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Table 5:  Opinion of Probable Construction Costs for Fishing Pier Replacement 

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT 
ESTIMATED 
QUANTITY 

ESTIMATED 
UNIT COST 

ITEM 
COST 

1 East pier SF 255 45 11,475 

2 West pier SF 275 45 12,375 

Subtotal Construction Cost =  $23,850 

Contingency Cost @ 20% of Construction =  $4,770 

Total Estimated Construction Cost =  $28,620 

        USE: $29,000 

Notes: 1.  Includes demolition and disposal of existing piers. 
 

  

  
2.  Assumes that composite material will be used.  If treated timber is used, estimated costs 

could be reduced by approximately $3,000. 

  
3. Assumes that existing concrete footings will be reused.   

 

 


